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EXPERIMENTS WITH A DC WIRE IN RHIC* 

W. Fischert , R. Calaga, N. Abreu, G. Robert-Demolaize, BNL; 
W.-J. Kim, T. Sen, FNAL; J. Qiang, LBNL; A. Kabel, SLAC; 

U. Dorda, J.P.-Koutchouk, F. Zimmennann, CERN 

A DC wire has been installed in RHIC to explore the 
long-range beam-beam effect, and test its compensation. 
We report on experiments that measure the effect of the 
wire's electro-magnetic field on the beam's lifetime and 
tune distribution, and accompanying simulations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Long-range beam-beam effects are expected to have a 
significant effect on the LHC performance [I], and wires 
were proposed to mitigate the long-range effect [2]. The 
effect of a wire on the beam was tested at the SPS [3]. 
In these experiments the beam lifetime was significantly 
smaller than in a typical hadron collider. A partial wire 
compensation of the long-range beam-beam effect was also 
tested in DAGNE [4]. 

In RHIC, a wire was installed in both the Blue and Yel- 
low ring to test its effect on the beam under various condi- 
tions including head-on collisions, and to attempt the com- 
pensation of a single long-range interaction [5]. The beam 
lifetime in RHIC is much longer than the beam lifetime in 
the SPS experiments. 

To test a long-range beam-beam compensator in RHIC, 
two DC wires have been installed in 6 o'clock re- 
gion in 2006. Experiments exploring their effect on 
100 GeV/nucleon gold beams were canied out in 2007. An 
attempt to compensate a long-range interaction with proton 
beams is planned for next year. Proton beams have beam- 
beam parameters about three times larger than gold beams, 
and no proton beams were available in RHIC this year. 

2 EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments explored the effect of the wire on the 
gold beam. The relevant beam and wire parameter are 
shown in Tab. 1. In the experiments the following param- 
eters were varied: wire current, wire position, tunes, and 
chromaticties. Two experiments were done (Tab. 2 and 3). 
The main observables are orbit, tune, and beam loss rate. 

The orbit and tune changes can be calculated analyti- 
cally. The orbit change is proportional to l ld,  and the tune 
change is proportional to l/d2, where d is the distance be- 
tween the wire and the beam. Fig. 1 shows the vertical 
orbit change in the Blue and Yellow rings for both 5 A and 
50 A wire currents in the second experiment, and compar- 
isons with calculations. Fig. 2 shows the horizontal and 
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Table 1: RHIC parameters for experiments with Au beams. 
quantity unit Blue Yellow 

bean1 energy E GeVIn 100 
rigidity (Bp) Tm 831.8 
number of bunches . ~. 23 
max. wire current Im,, A 50 
distance IP6 to wire ctr. m 40.92 
parameter K (at 50 A) nm -30.1 
wire length L m 2.5 
position range d m m  0...65 -65...0 
/3, at wire location m 1091 350 

- p, at wire location m 378 1067 
ripple AIlI  (at 50 A) < 1.7 

Figure 1: Vertical orbit change (average of 3 BPMs near 
wire) as a function of vertical distance, in Blue and Yellow 
ring for experiment 2 (May 9,2007). 

vertical tune changes in the Blue ring for 5 A and 50 A 
wire currents. In these cases orbits and tunes follow the ex- 
pected changes. Due to coupling the tunes may not follow 
the calculated changes, as was seen in the first experiment. 
Orbit and tune changes are generally correctable, but orbit 
and tune changes of pacman bunches, which see a different 
number of long-range beam-beam interactions than nomi- 
nal bunches, can lead to different beam lifetimes for these 
bunches. 

The main observable of nonlinear effects is the beam loss 
rate. Fig. 3 shows the beam loss rate as a function of the 
wire distance, in both rings, for 5 A and 50 A. Note that 
the beam size in the Yellow ring is larger than in the Blue 
ring (Tab. 1). While in the Blue ring the loss rate is clearly 
dependend on both the wire current and the distance be- 
tween the beam and the wire, the Yellow ring loss rate is 
only weakly dependend on the wire current. In both rings 



Table 2: Experiment 1, Fill 8609, April 25,2007. 
quantity unit Blue Yellow 

Init avg. bunch intensity loY 1.00 1.08 
Beam loss rate w/o wire %/h 1 .O 1.6 
Init. ver. emittance en mm.mrad 23 38 
Ver. rms beam size at wire mm 3.7 7.9 
Horizontal tune Q, ... 28.234 28.228 
Vertical tune Q, ... 28.226 29.235 
Chromaticities ([,, 5,) . . . (+2, +2) 
Harmonic number h ... 2520 
Gap voltage Vgap MV 3.5 

Table 3: Experiment 2, Fill 8727, May 9,2007. 
Quantity unit Blue Yellow 

Init avg. bunch intensity lo9 0.75 0.78 
beam loss rate wlo wire %Ill 2.5 1.5 
Init ver. emittance en mm.mrad 18 29 
Ver rms beam size at wire mm 3.3 6.9 
Horizontal tune Q, ... 28.220 28.232 
Vertical tune Q, ... 29.231 29.228 
Chromaticities (I,, 6,) ... (+2, +2) 
Harmonic number h, ... 3 60 
Gap voltage Vgap M Y  0.3 

the 50 A scan was done after the 5 A scan, and it is pos- 
sible that in the Yellow ring certain amplitude ranges were 
cleared already in the 5 A scan. 

Fig. 4 shows the Blue and Yellow beam loss rate as a 
function of the wire current, at a fixed wire location. Here 
too, the Blue beam shows a clear parameter dependence 
with the Yellow beam does not. 

Fig. 5 shows the beam loss rate as a function of the chro- 
maticity (top), and as a function of the wire current at the 
maximum chromaticity. The loss rate can be enhanced with 
large chromaticity settings. This may be a mechanism to 
enhance the effect of a single long-range beam-beam in- 
teration in RHIC. Only one long-range interaction can be 

Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical tune change for 50 A and 
5 A wire current, for the Blue ring. All data are taken dur- 
ing experiment 2 (May 09: 2007). 
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Figure 3: Beam loss rate as a function of vertical distance, 
in Yellow and Blue ring for experiment 2 (May 09,2007). 
The solid lines are power law fits to the respective data. 
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Figure 4: Blue and Yellow beam loss rates as a function of 
wire current during experiment 2. The Blue wire is fixed at 
+23 mm, the Yellow wire at -29 mm. All data are taken 
during experiment 2 (May 09,2007). 

compensated, and the effect is rather small compared to 
the LHC. Such a test is planned for next year with proton 
beams. A more comprehensiv report of the experimental 
data is in preparation. 

3 SIMULATIONS 

Work has began to compare the experimental observa- 
tion with simulations. A principal problem in this compar- 
ison is that the best obserable in the experiment, the beam 
loss rate, can be observed in simlations only with difficul- 
ties. Other simulation observable such as the dynamic aper- 
ture, amplituded dependent diffusion coefficients, or emit- 
tance growth, are not easily obtainable experimentally. Our 
first effort is therefore to find parametric dependencies in 
the observables for wire current and distance. 

For example, Fig. 6 shows the calculated emittance 
growth over lo5 turns for 5 A and 50 A wire current. The 
code BeamBeam3D with 90k particles was used for this 
calculation. While the emittance growth for 5 A wire cur- 
rent is small, for 50 A wire current the dependence of the 
emittance growth rate on the distance between wire and 
beam can be established. 



Figure 5: Yellow beam loss rate as a function of vertical 
chromaticity change (top) with the wire at fixed position 
-29 mm, and Yellow beam loss rate as a function of wire 
current at the maximum chromaticity setting (bottom). For 
the data in the latter plot the wire current was turned off. 

Figure 6: Blue emittance growth in percent over lo5 turns 
for 5 A and 50 A wire current. 

In another example, Fig. 7 shows calculated beam life- 
times using the code BBSIM. Here too, a clear dependence 
on both the wire current and the separation between the 
wire and the beam is found. For constant wire current, at 
50 A, the lifetime at 6 a is about 40 times smaller than at 
9 a. At 5 A, the lifetime at 6 a is about 10 times smaller 
than at 9 a. For constant separation at 6 o, at 50 A, the 
lifetime is about 20 times smaller than at 5 A. Simulations 
have also started with the codes PLIBB and BBTRACK. 

Figure 7: Life times as a function of separation for 5 A and 
50 A wire current, normalized by the lifetime T, for 6 o 
separation and 50 A current. 

4 SUMMARY 

The effect of a DC wire on the RHIC gold beam at 
100 GeVInucleon has beam measued. The measured orbit 
and tune changes are calculable in most cases. The beam 
loss rate has been measured as a functiorl of wire current, 
wire position, tune, and chromaticity. Work started to find 
the parameter dependence of wire current, wire position, 
tune and chromaticity on observable in simulations. These 
include dynamic apertures, beam lifetimes, amplitude de- 
pendent diffusion coefficients, and emittance growth rates. 
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